Abstract-A neural supergraph matching architecture is introduced based on relaxation labeling and the minimum common supergraph of pairs of graphs. The system is implemented on correlation matrix memories and is efficient in constructing this supergraph. We test the effectiveness of this graphical cluster representation on two different sets of graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of a minimum common supergraph MCS(91,g2) was introduced by Bunke et. al. [1] as a the smallest graph that has both graphs 91 and 92 as its subgraphs. In the same paper, the authors linked the measure of the minimum graph edit distance between two graphs g1 and 92 to the size of the MCS(g1,g2). They also proved that the MCS(91, 92) acts as a mean graph of 91 and 92 because it minimizes the graph edit distances between 9g and 92.
The notion of the minimum common supergraph was later extended to the weighted minimum common supergraph WMCS(G) [2] for representing a cluster of similar weighted structural patterns G =(, ..., ,9n). Unfortunately, the exact computation of the WMCS(G) is exponential in the number of vertices and in the number of graphs. An approximate algorithm based on the pairwise computation of the weighted minimum common supergraph was suggested to circumvent this problem. This method depends on the order 0 of the graphs in the cluster G and the resulting WMCS(G) is no longer guaranteed to be optimal, i.e. it could contain more than the minimum number of vertices and edges. Furthermore, the resulting weights on some of the vertices and edges can also be suboptimal. A threshold p is subsequently applied to extract the common structural elements from the set of graphs G by removing all vertices and edges that have a weight below p. This way, it is possible to separate the data representing a graphical object from any noise introduced by the system.
We propose to present a different approximation algorithm for the generation of the WMCS based on relaxation labeling and correlation matrix memories.
II. DEFINITIONS
The following are definitions given by Bunke et. al. [2] and are reproduced here for the purpose of completeness. A (92 -mCs(91,92)) (1) where El emb(mcs(g1,92),g1) and E2 emb(mcs(gi, 92), 92)-Furthermore, a weighted graph for storing the occurrences of vertices and edges in a cluster is defined as g (V,A,E,l,C,,l3) where . V is the set of vertices . A: V -* N+ assigns positive weights to the vertices * E C V x V is the set of edges * e: E E N+ assigns positive weights to the edges * a: V L assigns attributes to the vertices * /3: E ) L assigns attributes to the edges In addition, we denote N(vi) C V\vi as the set of adjacent vertices of vertex vi, i.e. (vi, vj) c E, Vvj E N(vi).
The Weighted Common Supergraph WCS(G) of a set of graphs G (91, g,) is a weighted graph g such there exist subgraph isomorphisms from g to gi, Vgi E G. If there exists no other weighted common supergraph of G with fewer vertices than g, then g is called the Weighted Minimum Common Supergraph WMCS(G) of G. The weights of the vertices and edges are equivalent to their number of occurrences within the maximum common substructures in the cluster G.
The above definition of WMCS(G) is exponential in the number of vertices and number of graphs in the cluster G. In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, Bunke et. al. suggested an approximate method based on the pairwise computation of the WAICS(G) using the weighted maximum common subgraph wmCs(91, 92) of a pair of graphs [2] (2) where E1 = emb(wmcs(gi, 92), gl) and E2 = emb(wmcs(gl,92),92). The wmcs(g1,g2) can be calculated by any standard mcs algorithm. In their study, the authors applied the algorithm of McGregor [3] . The computation of WMCS(G) depends on a chosen order 0 and is calculated for every pair (WMCS,gi),Vi e (2, ...,n -1) using (2) where the WMCS is initially set to gi. The influence of the order on the accuracy was reduced by altering the sequence 9 using random shuffles. However, no significant improvements with increasing number of shuffles were observed and therefore we do not consider it for this study.
III. NEURAL SUPERGRAPH ALGORITHM There are several potential problems associated with the algorithm described above. First of all, due to its approximate nature, the number of vertices and edges and their corresponding weights might not be optimal because only pairwise common substructures in a certain order are included in the generation of the WMCS(G). Secondly, the mcs of two graphs is not necessarily unique and the weights are only increased on one chosen mcs from the set of available maximum common subgraphs. Finally, the mcs problem is NP-complete [4] , which means, that the exact computation might have exponential time order growth in the worst case.
Here, we present methods for overcoming the limitations of the last two problems by using an efficient neural graph matching algorithm. A. Relaxation By Elimination Our algorithm is based on the relaxation labeling technique [5] . The general idea behind relaxation labeling is to iteratively update vertex correspondences of two graphs based not only on the unary measurements, but to take into account the edge attributes in the contextual neighborhood as well. Relaxation labeling is composed of two categories, discrete and probabilistic. Discrete relaxation [6] is realized by computing a local consistency measure for possible vertex assignments and replacing the current correspondence in case of an improvement in the matching criterion. In probabilistic relaxation [7] the feasible correspondences are weighted to indicate a belief in each of the current vertex assignments. The probabilities of the correspondences are iteratively updated in a way that maximizes the a posteriori probability of an individual match. Unlike probabilistic and discrete relaxation methods that operate similarly to hill climbing optimization, our Relaxation By Elimination (RBE) [8] [8] .
The algorithm starts by setting y = 1 and runs the conventional RBE algorithm until a stable state has been reached, i.e. S(cix) > -y,V(vi,cix) E C'. We denote C7 = vi x Ci, Vvi E V1 as the set of all vertex candidate pairs with support of at least -y. The threshold y is incremented by 1 when the RBE algorithm has reached a stable state. This process is repeated until no more candidates remain, i.e. C7 = 0. The penultimate set C'Y1 contains the set W of all possible subgraphs remaining that have at least y consistent vertex pairs. Note that this value represents an upper bound on the size of the mcs and its actual size might be smaller.
Since we now have the set of all feasible subgraphs remaining, we coold use any mcs algorithm to determine one of the subgraphs with the maximum number of vertices. However, 2454 (4) this would disregard some of the vertices and edges that are included in the set W. Alternatively, we could treat the entire set W as the collection containing all of the maximum elements among the two graphs gi and 92. In this case, we increment the weight on each vertex vi that has Ci $& 0. Similarly, the edge weights e(e(vi,vj)) are incremented whenever /3i(vi,vj) = 32(Ci.,,Cj),Cix E Ci,cjf E Cj. In this study, we denote the algorithm that increases the weights on one mcs only as neural (1), while the procedure that takes all remaining vertices and edges into account as neural (2) .
For the purpose of calculating the embedding emb(gl, 92), we need to determine a single representative mcs from the set W. It is a well-known fact that the mcs problem of two graphs can be cast to a maximum clique problem of the association graph g9a of g, and g2 [9] . The association graph 9a is created on the vertex set Cm-1 and two vertices (vi, ci:,) and (vj, cjy) are adjacent whenever (vi, vj) E E(g1) and (ci,, cjy) E E(92) and 0(vi, vj) = 3(ci2, Cjyj). Furthermore, all vertex pairs are connected if they are disconnected in both graphs, i.e.
(vi,vj) V E(g1) and (ci., %) V E(g2). Here, we use the Bron-Kerbosch maximal clique algorithm [10] because of its straight-forward implementation.
Once we have found a mCs(g1,g2), we can apply (2) in order to determine the WMCS(g1,g2). As in the original paper, we separate information from noise by applying a threshold p to obtain the WMCSp(G).
C. Neural Architecture The process described above has the potential of fast and efficient implementation using an architecture of inter-connected Correlation Matrix Memories (CMMs) [11] . A CMM is a simple binary associative neural network that offers quick training and highly flexible and fast search capability. The CMM has been used as a match engine in a number of successful applications, e.g. symbolic reasoning in the AURA (Advanced Uncertain Reasoning Architecture) approach [12] and post code matching. 
D. Complexity
The maximum common subgraph problem is known to be NP-complete [4] . The Bron-Kerbosch maximal clique algorithm is an optimal method which means it will experience exponential order of time growth in the worst case. However, it might be much faster in the average case. For example, Wilf [13] has shown that the maximum independent set problem has sub-exponential time complexity of 0(nlo9n) in the average case. Relaxation procedures replace this problem with a polynomial-time algorithm, however, this guarantees to find solutions that are only locally optimal. On the other side, Relaxation By Elimination determines the set of all plausible solutions above a defined threshold. However, further processing is required to find the optimal solution from the set of feasible graph intersections. The RBE method has a worstcase time complexity of O(1V1121V2J2) [8] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS We propose two experiments based on simple, planar Attributed Relational Graphs.
The first experiment is run on graphs extracted from pictures using the plex grammar tool [14] . This tool generates large collections of similar images based on the defined grammar. Each component of the picture is represented by a vertex. On each vertex the area of the bounding box of the component is used as the attribute. The area is normalized between 0 and 99 for all components and two vertices have the same attribute if the difference between their areas is below 5. Each edge is assigned the distance between the two vertices as its attribute. As done for the area, the distances are normalized between 0 and 99 and two edge attributes are considered to be identical if their discrepancy is below 5. In the first test case, we create the graphs of the pictures, completely connect all vertices and set the edge attributes to the respective distances between the vertices. In the second test case, we only assign edge attributes if the distance between the vertex pairs is below 20. The remaining vertex pairs remain connected, however, their edge distance is set to null. A sample of plex pictures showing men, ships and houses is depicted in Fig. 1 [8] as the similarity search and we apply the Willshaw(y) [11] threshold during the elimination stage. This approach retains all candidates ci, E Ci that have a support of their neighbor candidates greater than -y, i.e. S(ci) > -y. Here, we vary -y using values between 1 and IVWMCSp(G)I
We compare the effectiveness of the search using the precision and recall values of the returned data sets. Precision is defined as the fraction of correct graphs of the cluster found (c) over the total number of graphs retrieved (n), i.e. P = c. Recall is defined as the fraction of correct graphs retrieved (c) over the total number of graphs of this cluster contained in the database (C), i.e. R = c. The total number of graphs from all clusters in the database are referred to as N. We evaluate the search effectiveness using the Guner-Henry (GH) score [15] that is defined as:
We apply cutoff values of P > 0.5 and R > 0.05 [16] because searches that results in values below these thresholds represent poor effectiveness. We discard searches that do not achieve these thresholds and denote them by the shorthand D.
The resulting highest GH scores together with the corresponding precision and recall values for the similarity searches for the original WMCSp(G) algorithm are depicted in table IV. These results indicate that in some instances the neural algorithm achieves better results than the conventional algorithm, however, in most cases it misclassifies more patterns than the exact method. The findings also seem to show that the men form more cohesive clusters using global distances, while the house and ship prefer local distances as their edge features. This is probably due to the fact that the ship and houses have a smaller number of vertices and these form different local Note that we do not apply any similarity metric based on the size of the mcs. The reason for this is that most of those metrics normalize the score based on the difference in size between the two graphs. However, at low thresholds p the graph WMCSp(G) is relatively large, so larger graphs with the same size of the mcs are ranked higher than smaller graphs. The converse is true for large thresholds p. Here, we are only interested in those graphs that share a minimum common substructure with the WMCSp(G) that is at least of the size given by the threshold -y.
We apply the same set of rules to the neural supergraph algorithm. In the first instance, the neural(1) algorithm determines the mcs between the two graphs of the cluster before incrementing the weights on the vertices and edges of that graph intersection. In the second case, the neural(2) method increments the weights on all vertices and edges remaining after the neural match algorithm has terminated. The results of both methods are shown in tables V and VI, respectively. by Evotec OAI (http://www.evotecoai.com). The database contains 10,000 diverse structures drawn randomly from the supplier database of Evotec OAI. The remaining 930 molecules are known actives that have similar binding properties and were also extracted from different sources. We randomly select 10 active compounds from the available 930 active structures. These compounds are depicted in Fig. 2 . Judging from these results, it seems there is an advantage in using a cluster graph representation for retrieving similar patterns belonging to the same class of patterns. All WMCSp(G) algorithm achieve a better effectiveness in terms of the GH scores than the similarity search using single queries for the man and house classes. The ship class is best classified by the exact WMCSp(G) algorithm with global distances, while using local distances the 10 single query similarity searches prevail. In the latter instance, the neural algorithms do not even achieve the minimum precision and recall cutoff values.
The On the other side, we require a method to set the threshold p in order to get a common substructure WMCSp(G) that discriminates well between active and inactive molecules in our database. At high thresholds p, this structure is likely to be very small because it represents those structural patterns found in most of the cluster graphs. Small structures are more likely to be contained within any molecule, so we end up with a high recall and low precision values for our similarity search. The opposite is true for small values of p. Here, the cluster graph emphasizes the unique elements of the structures contained within that group. The result is a high precision and low recall of the search. Therefore, in order to achieve an acceptable retrieval performance, the medium-sized structures at intermediate threshold levels p should be used as the query for the search. These findings are in line with another study [18] . One possible way to determine the most suitable cluster graph would be to run an information gain analysis on a small test set [19] . This will become part of a further study. [20] which should further increase the speedup.
